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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION 

About Us 
Longde Limited focuses on the commerce of materials( metal, construction, heat preservation) and 

equipment (mechanical, tools), with products exported to more than 30 countries used in a wide range of 

applications (civil and industrial) with a consistent reputation of superior quality and diligent services. The 

Company is a supplier for worldwide customers in China and has a worldwide partner network and product 

information system operated by specialized crews that provide comprehensive services. LongDe’s principles 

are innovation, quality, honesty, and cooperation. The Company aims to provide the customer with superior 

product and meticulous service. 

 

Automatic Wall Plastering Machine 
    This machine is a ideal equipment of residential building, office building, ground hardening houses indoor wall 

plaster. Can wipe walls have concrete wall, brick wall,cavity wall,light body brick wall,baking-free brick 

wall,etc. Applicable ash: white ash, stone powder, cement powder, 

foam mortar,dry powder mortar,gypsum,etc. Wall thickness is below 25cm and height is below 5m all can 

use. 

Features: 

1.Automatic rendering,automatic lifting, one-time molding,thickness is adjustable,no ash landing. 

2. No need to remove any parts,equipped with a universal wheel,mobile flexible. 

3. Research and development of mortar pump to ensure the delivery mortar is powerful, it is the powerful 

guarantee to improve the efficiency. 

4. Do not need scaffold and track, no screed, 1-2 people can operate. 

5. There is no need shooting leveling when using this machine, no dead angle, no  cracks, 

don't leak the ash, doors, windows and upright pillars all can print,can adjust slurry flow velocity,improve the 

quality of project,reduce the time of project. 

6. The machine has small volume,convenient to move,simple operation, high efficiency, saving time and 

materials,save electricity and water,reduce costs and long service. 

7. With high sensitivity leakage protection devices,applicable to the requirements of construction site safety 

and reliability.  

 

Automatic Wall Plastering Machine 

LD-01.  
LD800-1  Rendering machine 

Plastering height：0-4m 

Plastering thickness：2-30mm 

Plastering width：80cm 

Power supply: 2.2KW 

Capacity：500-750m ㎡/8hours 

Electricity Phase： Single / Three  

Power：220V/380V50HZ/60HZ 

Dimensions ：1300*800*500mm 

Machine material: Iron or stainless steel 
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    LD-02 
LD800-2 Rendering machine 
Plastering height： 0-3.6m 

Plastering thickness：2-30mm 

Plastering width：80cm 

Power supply：1.5KW 

Capacity：500-750 ㎡/8hours 

Electricity Phase ：Single / Three  

Power：220V/380V50HZ/60HZ 

Dimensions ：800*650*500mm 

Machine material:  Iron or stainless steel 

 

 

 LD-03     
LD1000-1 Rendering machine 

Electric circuit:     PLC computer control 

Plastering height：  0-3.6m 

Plastering thickness：2-30mm 

Plastering width： 100cm 

Power supply ：1.5KW 

Capacity：  500-750 ㎡/8hours 

Electricity Phase ：Single / Three 

Power：220V/380V50HZ/60HZ 

Dimensions： 650*1000*500mm 

N.W: 110kg 

Machine material: Aluminium-magnesium 

alloy 

 

Other detailed information attached with machine: 
1. Machine brochure 

2. User manual 

3. Installation and Operation CD  

4. Maintenance method 

 

Contact  
Company: Dezhou Longde Metals Co. Ltd. 

Address: Economic Development Zone Dezhou City , Shandong, P. R. China. 

Tel: +86-534-2696101   +86-15806885191 

Fax: +86-534-2696102 

Web: www.longdemetals.com 

Email: tony@longdemetals.com   info@longdemetals.com 
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